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It begins with our editorials
and your letters

By Cheryl Wormley
Publisher
The Woodstock Independent
Woodstock, Illinois
July 6, 2016

I’m pumped, excited and motivated about
editorials. That’s right – editorials. 

My enthusiasm comes from just having
exchanged ideas and rubbed elbows with
several dozen newspaper editors from the
United States, Australia and Canada.

The International Society of Weekly
Newspaper Editors recently held its annual
conference to reinforce its members’ com-
mitments to writing editorials that make a dif-
ference in their communities. 

Well, that’s not the only reason we met. We
also enjoy each other’s company and have a
really good time.

Writing editorials is something most jour-
nalists grow into. I know I did. It takes prac-
tice and, at times, perseverance. Through the
years, I’ve come to value the importance of
editorials and consider it a privilege and
responsibility to be part of writing one for all
52 issues of this paper each year.

Every Tuesday, The Independent’s editorial
board meets to discuss what’s happening in
Woodstock and what editorial topic will best
serve our community. Sometimes, we decide
what’s needed is an editorial celebrating local

achievements or commending the efforts of
an individual or group. Other times, we
decide to write an editorial fostering pride in
our community. At times, we choose to shine
a light on actions in need of illumination or
situations that need to change.

When an editorial celebrates or com-
mends, it’s an easy write for us and a com-
fortable read for you. When it condemns or
questions, it can be challenging to write and
may make our readers uncomfortable or
even angry. When it leads to discussions and
the sharing of ideas, it is successful.

Please know that what you are reading
right now is not this week’s editorial. It’s my
column. The editorial is always on the left
side of the Opinion page. Most often, it’s on
page 6 – after the news pages and before the
education pages. 

An editorial is the opinion of the newspa-
per as determined by the editorial board –
Katelyn Stanek, Stephanie Price, Sandy
Kucharski and me. 

A column is the opinion of the writer. So,
Declarations is my opinion. The variety of
other columns published in The
Independent from week to week are the
opinions of various other writers. Columns
look different, too. They include the photo
and name of the writer.

At the Tuesday meeting, after we decide on
the week’s editorial, we agree who would be

the best one of
us to write it.
You might
wonder how
the very peo-
ple who write
news stories
can switch
from straight
forward, fact-
based, accu-
rate reporting
to writing an
editorial – an
opinion.

We do it by putting on a different hat and
using the insights we gain from attending
meetings, interviewing and gathering infor-
mation to write an informed editorial. And
when we’re done we put our unbiased-
reporting hats back on.

We know we aren’t the only ones in the
community with opinions worth sharing, so
we reserve the other half of the Opinion page
each week for your letters. Making
Woodstock stronger and better is our job and
yours – and it begins with our editorials and
your letters. Together we can and we will
stimulate thought, discussion and action.

Cheryl Wormley can be contacted at
indepublisher@comcast.net.
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